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Last time

• fields

• gravity

• tension

• equilibrium



Overview

• static equilibrium example

• normal force



Statics with Tensions
Example: A traffic light weighing 200 N is suspended by two light
cables, as shown in the diagram, so that θ1 = 30◦ and θ2 = 45◦.

122 Chapter 5 The Laws of Motion

Analyze We construct a diagram of the forces acting on the traffic light, shown in Figure 5.10b, and a free-body 
diagram for the knot that holds the three cables together, shown in Figure 5.10c. This knot is a convenient object to 
choose because all the forces of interest act along lines passing through the knot.

From the particle in equilibrium model, apply  
Equation 5.8 for the traffic light in the y direction:

o Fy 5 0   S   T3 2 Fg 5 0

T3 5 Fg

Example 5.4   A Traffic Light at Rest 

A traffic light weighing 122 N hangs from a cable tied to 
two other cables fastened to a support as in Figure 5.10a. 
The upper cables make angles of u1 5 37.0° and u2 5 
53.0° with the horizontal. These upper cables are not as 
strong as the vertical cable and will break if the tension 
in them exceeds 100 N. Does the traffic light remain 
hanging in this situation, or will one of the cables break?

Conceptualize Inspect the drawing in Figure 5.10a. Let 
us assume the cables do not break and nothing is moving.

Categorize If nothing is moving, no part of the system 
is accelerating. We can now model the light as a particle 
in equilibrium on which the net force is zero. Similarly, 
the net force on the knot (Fig. 5.10c) is zero, so it is also 
modeled as a particle in equilibrium.
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 Several examples below demonstrate the use of the particle under a net force 
model.
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Figure 5.10 (Example 5.4) (a) A traffic light suspended by 
cables. (b) The forces acting on the traffic light. (c) The free-body 
diagram for the knot where the three cables are joined.

Imagine an object that can be modeled as a particle. If it has one 
or more forces acting on it so that there is a net force on the object, 
it will accelerate in the direction of the net force. The relationship 
between the net force and the acceleration is
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Analysis Model   Particle Under a Net Force
Examples

-
tional force

by hot gases (Chapter 22)

(Chapter 23)

Imagine an object that can be modeled as a particle. If it has sev-
eral forces acting on it so that the forces all cancel, giving a net 
force of zero, the object will have an acceleration of zero. This con-
dition is mathematically described as

 a  F
S

5 0 (5.8)
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Analysis Model   Particle in Equilibrium
Examples

table

through a viscous medium (Chapter 6)

(Chapter 12) 
 

(Chapter 14)

Find the tensions T1 and T2.

From last time:

T3 = Fg = 200N (1)
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Analysis Model   Particle Under a Net Force
Examples

r� B�DSBUF�QVTIFE�BDSPTT�B�GBDUPSZ�GMPPS
r� B�GBMMJOH�PCKFDU�BDUFE�VQPO�CZ�B�HSBWJUB-

tional force
r� B�QJTUPO�JO�BO�BVUPNPCJMF�FOHJOF�QVTIFE�

by hot gases (Chapter 22)
r� B�DIBSHFE�QBSUJDMF�JO�BO�FMFDUSJD�GJFME�

(Chapter 23)

Imagine an object that can be modeled as a particle. If it has sev-
eral forces acting on it so that the forces all cancel, giving a net 
force of zero, the object will have an acceleration of zero. This con-
dition is mathematically described as
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Analysis Model   Particle in Equilibrium
Examples

r� B�DIBOEFMJFS�IBOHJOH�PWFS�B�EJOJOH�SPPN�
table

r� BO�PCKFDU�NPWJOH�BU�UFSNJOBM�TQFFE�
through a viscous medium (Chapter 6)

r� B�TUFFM�CFBN�JO�UIF�GSBNF�PG�B�CVJMEJOH�
(Chapter 12) 

r� B�CPBU�GMPBUJOH�PO�B�CPEZ�PG�XBUFS� 
(Chapter 14)

Static ⇒ #»

Fnet = 0 for the junction of the
cables.

junction, x-direction:

Fnet,x = ��*
0

m ��>
0

ax

T1 cos θ1 − T2 cos θ2 = 0

T1 cos θ1 = T2 cos θ2 (2)

junction, y -direction:

Fnet,y = ��*
0

m ��>
0

ay

T1 sin θ1 + T2 sin θ2 − T3 = 0

T1 sin θ1 + T2 sin θ2 = T3 (3)
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Statics with Tensions

T1 cos θ1 = T2 cos θ2 (2)

And using eq (1), equation (3) becomes:

T1 sin θ1 + T2 sin θ2 = Fg (4)

We have two independent equations, and just the two unknowns
T1 and T2. (θ1 = 30◦ and θ2 = 45◦.) Solve as you like!

Answer:
T1 = 146 N,T2 = 179 N
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T1 cos θ1 = T2 cos θ2 (2)

And using eq (1), equation (3) becomes:

T1 sin θ1 + T2 sin θ2 = Fg (4)

We have two independent equations, and just the two unknowns
T1 and T2. (θ1 = 30◦ and θ2 = 45◦.) Solve as you like!
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Some types of forces

The Normal Force

The normal force supports and object sitting on a surface. It acts
in a direction perpendicular to the surface.

The magnitude of the normal force can be measured using a scale.

1Figure from www.sparknotes.com



Some types of forces

The Normal Force

For an object of weight
# »

W sitting on a level surface (that is not
accelerating), the normal force,

#»

N is

#»

N = −
# »

W

Be careful! There are many cases in which the above
equation is not true!

1Figure from www.sparknotes.com



The Normal Force

The normal force supports an object that sits on a surface, but its
magnitude is different in different circumstances.

In general, one needs to work out what it will be in each
problem.

Some cases where the normal force is different than the weight of
an object are:

• the object is in an accelerating elevator.

• the object sits on an incline.

• there are other forces with vertical components (besides
gravity). See suitcase example!



Some types of forces

Friction

This is a force a surface can exert on an object in contact with it.
The friction force always acts to oppose the motion of one surface
relative to another.

There are two kinds of friction, static friction,
#»

F sf , and kinetic
friction,

#»

Fkf .

The amount of friction depends on properties of the object and the
surface. More about this to follow!
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Tension and Normal Force: #60, pg 144

144 Chapter 5 The Laws of Motion

mum value of ms is necessary to achieve the record 
time? (b) Suppose the driver were able to increase his 
or her engine power, keeping other things equal. How 
would this change affect the elapsed time?

 59. To meet a U.S. Postal Service requirement, employees’ 
footwear must have a coefficient of static friction of 0.5 
or more on a specified tile surface. A typical athletic 
shoe has a coefficient of static friction of 0.800. In an 
emergency, what is the minimum time interval in 
which a person starting from rest can move 3.00 m on 
the tile surface if she is wearing (a) footwear meeting 
the Postal Service minimum and (b) a typical athletic 
shoe?

 60. A woman at an airport is towing 
her 20.0-kg suitcase at constant 
speed by pulling on a strap at 
an angle u above the horizontal 
(Fig. P5.60). She pulls on the 
strap with a 35.0-N force, and 
the friction force on the suit-
case is 20.0 N. (a) Draw a free-
body diagram of the suitcase. 
(b) What angle does the strap 
make with the horizontal? (c) 
What is the magnitude of the normal force that the 
ground exerts on the suitcase?

 61. Review. A 3.00-kg block starts from rest at the top of a 
30.0° incline and slides a distance of 2.00 m down the 
incline in 1.50 s. Find (a) the magnitude of the acceler-
ation of the block, (b) the coefficient of kinetic friction 
between block and plane, (c) the friction force acting 
on the block, and (d) the speed of the block after it has 
slid 2.00 m.

 62. The person in Figure P5.62 
weighs 170 lb. As seen from 
the front, each light crutch 
makes an angle of 22.0° 
with the vertical. Half of the 
person’s weight is supported 
by the crutches. The other 
half is supported by the ver-
tical forces of the ground 
on the person’s feet. Assum-
ing that the person is mov-
ing with constant velocity 
and the force exerted by the 
ground on the crutches acts 
along the crutches, deter-
mine (a) the smallest possible coefficient of friction 
between crutches and ground and (b) the magnitude 
of the compression force in each crutch.

 63. A 9.00-kg hanging object is connected by a light, inex-
tensible cord over a light, frictionless pulley to a 5.00-
kg block that is sliding on a flat table (Fig. P5.40). Tak-
ing the coefficient of kinetic friction as 0.200, find the 
tension in the string.

 64. Three objects are connected on a table as shown in Fig-
ure P5.64. The coefficient of kinetic friction between 
the block of mass m2 and the table is 0.350. The objects 
have masses of m1 5 4.00 kg, m2 5 1.00 kg, and m3 5 

u

Figure P5.60

W

M

22.0!22.0!

Figure P5.62
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flatbed of a 20 000-kg truck moving at 12.0 m/s. Assume 
that the load is not tied down to the truck, but has a coef-
ficient of friction of 0.500 with the flatbed of the truck. 
(a) Calculate the minimum stopping distance for which 
the load will not slide forward relative to the truck.  
(b) Is any piece of data unnecessary for the solution?

 53. Review. A rifle bullet with a mass of 12.0 g traveling 
toward the right at 260 m/s strikes a large bag of sand 
and penetrates it to a depth of 23.0 cm. Determine the 
magnitude and direction of the friction force (assumed 
constant) that acts on the bullet.

 54. Review. A car is traveling at 50.0 mi/h on a horizontal 
highway. (a) If the coefficient of static friction between 
road and tires on a rainy day is 0.100, what is the mini-
mum distance in which the car will stop? (b) What is 
the stopping distance when the surface is dry and ms 5 
0.600?

 55. A 25.0-kg block is initially at rest on a horizontal sur-
face. A horizontal force of 75.0 N is required to set 
the block in motion, after which a horizontal force of  
60.0 N is required to keep the block moving with con-
stant speed. Find (a)  the coefficient of static friction 
and (b) the coefficient of kinetic friction between the 
block and the surface.

 56. Why is the following situation impossible? Your 3.80-kg  
physics book is placed next to you on the horizontal seat 
of your car. The coefficient of static friction between the 
book and the seat is 0.650, and the coefficient of kinetic 
friction is 0.550. You are traveling forward at 72.0 km/h 
and brake to a stop with constant acceleration over a  
distance of 30.0 m. Your physics book remains on the 
seat rather than sliding forward onto the floor.

 57. To determine the coefficients of friction between rub-
ber and various surfaces, a student uses a rubber eraser 
and an incline. In one experiment, the eraser begins 
to slip down the incline when the angle of inclination 
is 36.0° and then moves down the incline with constant 
speed when the angle is reduced to 30.0°. From these 
data, determine the coefficients of static and kinetic 
friction for this experiment.

 58. Before 1960, people believed that the maximum 
attainable coefficient of static friction for an automo-
bile tire on a roadway was ms 5 1. Around 1962, three 
companies independently developed racing tires with 
coefficients of 1.6. This problem shows that tires have 
improved further since then. The shortest time inter-
val in which a piston-engine car initially at rest has 
covered a distance of one-quarter mile is about 4.43 s. 
(a) Assume the car’s rear wheels lift the front wheels 
off the pavement as shown in Figure P5.58. What mini-
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Answers:
b) θ = 55.2◦

c) n = 167 N
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0.600?

 55. A 25.0-kg block is initially at rest on a horizontal sur-
face. A horizontal force of 75.0 N is required to set 
the block in motion, after which a horizontal force of  
60.0 N is required to keep the block moving with con-
stant speed. Find (a)  the coefficient of static friction 
and (b) the coefficient of kinetic friction between the 
block and the surface.

 56. Why is the following situation impossible? Your 3.80-kg  
physics book is placed next to you on the horizontal seat 
of your car. The coefficient of static friction between the 
book and the seat is 0.650, and the coefficient of kinetic 
friction is 0.550. You are traveling forward at 72.0 km/h 
and brake to a stop with constant acceleration over a  
distance of 30.0 m. Your physics book remains on the 
seat rather than sliding forward onto the floor.

 57. To determine the coefficients of friction between rub-
ber and various surfaces, a student uses a rubber eraser 
and an incline. In one experiment, the eraser begins 
to slip down the incline when the angle of inclination 
is 36.0° and then moves down the incline with constant 
speed when the angle is reduced to 30.0°. From these 
data, determine the coefficients of static and kinetic 
friction for this experiment.

 58. Before 1960, people believed that the maximum 
attainable coefficient of static friction for an automo-
bile tire on a roadway was ms 5 1. Around 1962, three 
companies independently developed racing tires with 
coefficients of 1.6. This problem shows that tires have 
improved further since then. The shortest time inter-
val in which a piston-engine car initially at rest has 
covered a distance of one-quarter mile is about 4.43 s. 
(a) Assume the car’s rear wheels lift the front wheels 
off the pavement as shown in Figure P5.58. What mini-
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Answers:
b) θ = 55.2◦

c) n = 167 N



Summary

• equilibrium and tension example

• the normal force

Quiz this Friday.

(Uncollected) Homework
Serway & Jewett,

• Ch 5, Prob: 21 (set yesterday)

• Ch 5, onward from page 136. Probs: 39 CQ 13; Probs: 28,
39, 43, 47, 95 (can wait)


